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Geohorizons publishes material of relevance to
Petroleum Geophysics. Contributions can be in the form of
research papers, case histories, tutorials, reviews or
interpretation work. Manuscripts on fundamental geophysical
principles that are relevant for exploration are also invited.
The forum “Points-to-ponder” is meant for discussion on
subtle questions of theoretical or practical interest normally
not covered in text books or papers. Readers may contribute
such a question along with an answer, if known to him.
“What’s new?” is intended to convey the latest development
in a field.

A predominantly mathematical paper should
preferably include an illustration or example of its application.
The manuscript should include at least one example of
synthetic or recorded data to illustrate the technology or
concept described in the paper. In addition to technical
contributions, readers may submit news related to different
professional societies affiliated to Society of Petroleum
Geophysics, India, along with a brief write-up and
photographs. Letters to Editor expressing any issue which
can enhance the value of the periodical are welcome.

Technical papers, case histories, tutorials, require
an abstract. Authors should confine their papers to ten (10)
journal pages or fewer, including figures. The intent of the
length restriction is to improve clarity by encouraging authors
to organize and focus their writing.

Society of Petroleum Geophysicists,
Dehradun, India

Editorial Policy

Geohorizons encourages authors of works presented
at SPG biennial conferences to submit expanded, journal
quality versions of their work for consideration of publication
in Geohorizons.

All contributions submitted in English are considered
regardless of whether the author is a member of the Society of
Petroleum Geophysicists, India. A technical contribution is
accepted for publication with the understanding that (1) it
has neither been accepted for publication nor published
elsewhere either in whole or in substantial part, (2) it is
neither currently being considered by another journal nor
will be submitted to another journal while under consideration
for Geohorizons. If prior submission or publication has been
to a publication with a very limited audience, the Editor may
choose to waive the restrictions (1) and (2). It is further also
understood that: (3) the work is essentially original. Extension
of an earlier work by another author, tutorial, or a review are
welcome. However, if the contribution contains any material
published elsewhere, beyond what is permitted by the original
publisher, the authors need to obtain due acknowledgment /
permission from the original authors / publishers. It is the
authors’ responsibility to inform the Editor of any variance
from (1), (2), and (3) above. Responsibility for any
infringement of Copy Rights arising from publication of the
submitted papers rests solely with the authors and not with
Geohorizons.


